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Abstract

Protection, Privacy, Unified Endpoint Management, Predictive Analytics, Artificial Intelligence and Peace of Mind.

Industry 4.0 will create substantial efficiencies for companies all over the world. However, a lack of device security and standardized data exchange makes 
implementation difficult. The Augmate Connect™ Infrastructure Platform builds a new, distributed ledger device layer using smart contracts and an agnostic 
infrastructure for interoperability across blockchain and blockchain-less networks. Augmate™ has a proven platform for enterprise device management as 
the first wearable environment system with over twenty-five security features, SaaS and onpremise options for portal management, over-the-air updates of 
applications firmware and much more. The Augmate software resides as a trusted layer on top of the operating system and is signed by the keys of the device 
so as to allow complete device management, creating an efficient and secure environment for IT managers to control their fleets of devices.

The Augmate Connect Platform is activated and utilized using tokens called MATEs™ (Machine Access Token Exchange). MATEs act as usage tokens and Augmate 
will continually add services such as a DApp Store (decentralized application) as well as a more traditional App Store that will allow application partners to 
manage their application updates through the platform. Augmate Connect creates the trusted layer by vetting the DAap or App prior to release in the store.

The Augmate Connect platform is an agnostic platform and acts as the connective tissue for device and technology integration. Our initial work is in integrating 
the IOTA Tangle and will follow with future build outs using new Ethereum technology, EOS and other protocols that bring advantage to an IoT ecosystem.

With the IoT market for Industry and Consumers in hyperexpansion, there are immense business opportunities. Many market research firms see a 30% gain 
achievable for industries that move to implement IoT. Augmate and our Augmate Connect (IoT) Platform is perfectly positioned as a time-tested platform for the 
new age of device management. Augmate was first in the market for creating Wearable Environment Management, and we are extending the industry standard 
to all of IoT. Our strategy is to further solidify our enterprise position with an Industry First focus followed by a consumer offering that helps aggregate all 
consumer devices into a single management platform.

Progressive Investor Base
• Tim Draper
• Rothenberg Ventures
• Excell Partners, Camp One Ventures
• UPS Enterprise Fund
• Siemens Venture Capital
• Funding Post Angels
• Simon Group
• William Hickey.

The white paper will walk through both the business proposition and our secure IoT technology.
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Introduction Outline

Augmate Vision, Mission and Objectives

Vision
Real-time access and management of devices and their data without fear 
of compromise.
 
Mission
To be the world’s premiere IoT solution provider for device management 
including and integrating data exchange, usage, analysis, decision making, 
artificial intelligence, management, human advancement and future uses. 
All while providing the ultimate in security and speed to accessibility. 

Specific Objectives with Delivery Schedule
• Create the world’s first IoT Device Management platform that provides 

an agnostic approach to devices and operating system integration 
using tokens by Q3 2018

• Add value to enterprise clients and consumers by helping them drive 
significant business and personal value by using the Augmate Connect 
Platform by Q1 2019

• Monetize enterprise device management and data exchange through 
subscriptions and ad-hoc access by Q2 2019

• Enter the consumer market for personal aggregated management of 
consumer IoT devices by Q3 2019

• Become the world’s premiere trusted provider of token-based data 
exchange on devices by Q1 2020

Augmate History
Traditionally, Augmate has provided enterprises complete control over 
the management of smart glasses by allowing administrators to operate 
the devices through a Wearable Environment Manager portal. Our 
infrastructure platform handles device management, user management, 
security, policies, and over-the-air application deployments all from the 
Augmate Platform.

See Appendix for more on current state of Augmate platform.
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Market Opportunity

Forecasting Billions of IoT Devices by 2020

“Gartner Says 8.4 Billion Connected “Things” Will Be in Use in 2017,  
 Up 31 Percent From 2016”

They go on to say that endpoint spending will reach close to $3 trillion U.S. dollars by 2020.4 Masayoshi Son, CEO of Softbank recently stated that “in the next 20 
years, we will see 1 trillion Internet of Things devices”.5

Table 1: IoT Units Installed Base by Category (Millions of Units)4

Category 2016 2017 2018 2020

Consumer 3,963.0 5,244.3 7,036.3 12,863.0

Business: Cross-Industry 1,102.1 1,501.0 2,132.6 4,381.4

Business: Vertical-Specific 1,316.6 1,635.4 2,027.7 3,171.0

Grand Total 6,381.8 8,380.6 11,196.6 20,415.4

Source: Gartner ( January 2017)

Augmate is able to create a next generation platform for enhanced data security and machine-to-machine interaction. Our platform sets up the eco-system for 
device interoperability and software defined networking (SDN).6

Gartner Market Research on IoT
• Companies expect Industry 4.0 to increase revenues by 23 percent and companies expect Industry 4.0 to increase productivity by 26 percent
• Typically, predictive maintenance decreases the total machine downtime by 30 to 50 percent and increases machine life by 20 to 40 percent.
• 80 percent of companies expect Industry 4.0 to impact their business model.
• 92 percent of Industry 4.0 suppliers expect Industry 4.0 to have an impact on their business model
• 74 percent of manufacturers expect Industry 4.0 to have an impact on their business model

Enterprise customers are Augmate’s primary customer base today and will continue to be so. However, more and more of our customer’s customers are 
connected into their ecosystem so that they can manage their smart devices with instant visibility for the enterprise to troubleshoot and solve problems on the 
device or with the account. 
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Enterprise First
Augmate developed the first W.E.M. (wearables environment management) platform and is moving upstream once again with a multi-prong approach:
 
• Fast forwarding IoT with a blockchain/blockless strategy - This technology has the promise of significant security advances for data exchange between 

devices and Augmate can lead the charge for a unified endpoint management solution using IOTA’s Tangle, EOS, new Ethereum technology and others.
• Starter Kits - pre-packaged pilot-in-a-box using gateways, devices, Augmate and partner applications.
• APIs - Creating APIs that allow our application partners to plug us in and bringing in APIs into our system for broader value of a central platform. 

At the center of our customer strategy are larger enterprises that have significant infrastructure and employee bases. They are global or regionally dominant. 
Immediate industries that will benefit from our offering include:

• Healthcare - Patient privacy and quality of care are of high importance. Interoperability and data security are prominent.
• Logistics - Faster, cheaper and more reliability are key drivers of creating highly satisfied customers and operational optimization.
• Energy - Operational efficiency with high levels of risk awareness and adverse event prevention can be concurrently improved with interoperability and 

integration.
• Manufacturing and additional Supply Chain - Similar to Logistics, the need for a better product created more cost effectively and delivered at need, on time.
• Finance - Security and risk mitigation for all levels of transactions and data exchange.

Augmate has been working on developing comprehensive solutions since 2014 which includes geofencing and work-zones using beacons that will now be 
integrated into Augmate Connect.
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Consumer Expansion
Augmate will start to support the consumer ecosystem revolving around a direct customer in 2019 and help bring interoperability and aggregation management 
of IoT devices regardless of where that device sits in the chain.

This adds value to our offering and creates an ability to connect via the tokenization of data exchange.

Consider an example of a “smart” water meter, “smart” water shutoff valves and other interconnected devices.

“Jane” has a smart home and connected devices. She has devices such as:

• Smart thermostat
• Smart water meter
• Smart water shut-off valves
• Smart water heater
• Smart door locks
• Smart refrigerator, etc.

Jane leaves for a vacation and while she is away, her water heater springs a leak and water starts to drain onto the floor of her basement. If only the water 
heater were a smart connected device, Jane would be able to get alerted and have a repairman sent over to fix it. But by the time the repairman could arrive, 
Jane may have a flooded home with lots of damage to the home and contents. With an interconnected ecosystem with device to device interaction capability, an 
emergency “plan” could go into effect immediately with a scenario such as:

• Water heater fails and sends message to Jane while sending an interaction to the smart water meter that is connected to a direct electric shut-off valve or a 
selective valve located closer to the water heater. 

• Concurrently, Jane’s predetermined plan ensures that her plumber gets an immediate notification and activates a temporary electronic house key code for 
access.

• In-house camera system is activated at point of issue and allows Jane to review issue and determine if she needs to send in a cleaning crew as well.

By connecting Jane’s scenario through an enterprise ecosystem, the enterprise learns about timing from deployment to failure of their water heaters and has 
the opportunity to anticipate potential failure signals and potentially prevent the failure from happening in the first place. 

Now consider the aspect of privacy and data security as well as interoperability. Currently the disparate environment of device manufacturing, micro operating 
systems and management make it a complex and overwhelming process for the homeowner to implement and use. And they have no confidence that their data 
is private. Using distributed ledger technology and an aggregated management platform with Augmate, the homeowner can be assured that their information 
is held as a faceless, nameless component on the ecosystem that cannot be used for nefarious purposes. The manufacturer just knows that at a node, there is 
a pending or immediate issue and the steps are taken to mitigate the problem as well as add the anonymous data to the database for future analysis. A hacker 
can’t tap into a vulnerability on Jane’s thermostat and then open her front door because the distributed ledger technologies create an impossible number 
of variables that could not be aligned for a hack to work. For consumers, connecting to the Enterprise ecosystem creates a stronger security layer due to the 
millions of devices that act to provide additional distributed ledgers than just those associated directly with that consumer.
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Augmate Connect platform for IoT
Augmate understands that wearables are a subset of Industrial IoT technology and we are now expanding our platform to manage all IoT devices.  
Here are some of the features:

• Expanded dashboard
• Device identity and discovery capabilities
• Fleet management 
• User authentication
• Smart contracts
• Device meta-data that can be searched, grouped, and sorted
• Data visualization tools
• Decentralized tamper-proof IOTA ledger
• IoT platform plugins
• Blockchain bridges (Ethereum and Tezos smart contracts)
• IoT health and efficiency insights
• End to end security layer (256 bit encryption between end-points)
• Algorithmic time keeping
• User management and digital twin data
• Automation and feature policies
• Sharable DAPPS (decentralized apps)
• Both M2M and M2H (Machine to Human) communication
• IoT devices firmware updates 
• Connectivity management

Future Blockchain Advances
There is significant work being done on several protocols and these advances may prove valuable for integrating into the device management space. Augmate 
maintains an agnostic approach to operating systems including iOS, Android, Windows, etc. and will apply this approach for Augmate Connect and the 
decentralized ledger protocols. It is conceivable that customers will be integrating multiple blockchain and block-less technologies into their networks in the 
future and we will prepare for the cross-compatibility of these technologies over time.

Implementation: BitShares, EOS, IOTA, new Ethereum Platforms

BitShares: choice for Decentralized Exchange
• Store MATEs
• Used for Customer Wallets
• Augmate Partner Ecosystem transactions

EOS: Smart Contract Scalability

IOTA: Microtransactions / Tangle Ledger for IoT 
• (internal to Augmate Connect Platform)

Ethereum: Future microtransactions
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Token

Token Purpose and Characterization
Core to the Augmate Connect offering is the MATE cryptographic token as it provides a transactional tracking and exchange medium. The MATE will be 
integrated into Augmate Connect and be ultimately redeemable for Augmate Connect services, software and partner applications and products. The 
interoperability of Augmate Connect with other ecosystem partners will be further facilitated with cryptographic token bridging and other integration methods. 
In character, MATEs are a token with fixed supply.

While the MATE will be at the middle of a convergence of hardware and software platforms, it is part of the agnostic framework of Augmate Connect that 
recognizes that all systems should be supportive of the whole and not exclusive to the one. 

MATEs are either purchased or earned.

Purchased MATEs
• Initial token launch 
• From Exchange
• Direct customer purchase through the MATE Foundation to facilitate market acceptance (modulated to account for market price)

Earned MATEs
• Rewards engine for customers and ecosystem partners
• Auditing and distribution by the MATE Foundation to ensure independent oversight and best practices

The Augmate Connect rewards engine will be developed to rationally reward users and partners for contributions they make to the ecosystem. MATEs may be 
earned for providing anonymized data access, maintaining the distributed ledger, distributing data, running smart contracts or dapps, referring customers, and 
more. Earned MATEs can be traded or used directly for up to 50% of the cost of an Augmate Connect license or subscription. MATEs are used in the Augmate 
Connect digital economy marketplace. Third party providers will be able to offer solutions to Augmate customers.

The total MATE supply will be fixed at 50 billion and has been determined by the expected number of IoT devices in the market by 2027, a reasonable market 
share of these devices and the yearly burn of tokens from using them in exchange for services and products. Augmate will burn all redeemed tokens, decreasing 
long term supply with an expected full burn based on market penetration. Through the MATE Foundation, the use of tokens for Augmate Connect services and 
ecosystem partner services and products will be modulated to maintain a minimum float in the market for at least 10 years. It is expected that at some point, 
the float will decrease to where all existing MATEs will be retired.

Initial Distribution splits and distributions
Augmate is currently conducting a private sale. Please contact us for more information.
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Timeline

2017
July
• Partnerships established with protocols and exchanges
• Whitepaper draft developed and distributed to advisors
• Communications channels opened up for supporting participants

August/September
• Full offering revealed on Augmate.io
• Whitepaper completed
• Augmate IoT pilot-in-a-box first shipments to customers
• IOTA Proof of Concept’s begin

Oct/Nov/Dec
• Expansion platform for IoT development in testing
• Conference presentations
• Marketing in full release

2018
• Full platform rollout
• Asia expansion planned and implemented
• Alliance partners expanded
• Pilots moving into full production environments

2019
• Enterprise strategy in full swing
• Consumer strategy and roll out - 2nd ½

2020 and beyond
• Market integration with API strategy realized
• Consumer aggregation strategy in full mode
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Augmate & IOTA Complementary Relationship
Our first integration implementation is with IOTA and rests on the fact that we are both platforms that support an IoT ecosystem without being IoT endpoint 
application software.

• Augmate is an infrastructure for provisioning, deploying and maintaining endpoint devices of any type that implement the Augmate interface.
• An IOTA Tangle is a distributed ledger in a high-throughput, zero-fee transactional environment. This represents the lowest level infrastructure for IoT device 

interactivity.
 
Working together, IOTA and Augmate are naturally complementary and mutually supportive infrastructure layers that enable device implementation and 
support. This frees IoT device vendors from a lot of non-core platform development.

Use of MATE tokens; integration with a fat protocol
Augmate’s service includes a variety of operational and maintenance transactions performed on IoT devices. These transactions occur on the device itself, and 
may be initiated and logged locally, on an on-premise server, or centrally in the cloud. Further, these operations range from the very simple (e.g. a message 
displayed; an enable/disable command; etc.) to the complex (e.g. a software upgrade).
 
Augmate’s challenge is to rationally tie together, facilitate machine-to-machine interactions and charge for a distributed network of operational transactions of 
varying costs. This challenge will be addressed by a combination of Augmate’s MATE tokens representing executable transaction permissions, and a technology 
such as IOTA which provides frictionless messaging and logging between locations, as well as value transfer between nodes.
 
Smart contracts will be used to manage permissioning to execute transactions.
 
Role of Fat Protocols and MATEs in the combined environment
Augmate needs to have dynamic flexibility with regard to pricing its service for device vendors. Customers have different pricing arrangements and these may 
change over time. Our new architecture, combining the global fee-less or microtransaction environments of fat protocols with local, variable-value MATE token 
stores and smart contracts, will allow Augmate to move to usage-based pricing from its current less flexible pricing scheme.
 
In a typical scenario, there are three types of nodes (please see the Diagram 1 on next page):

• Devices themselves running Augmate software via an SDK
• Controller nodes that issue commands or messages to devices and collect transaction data. These may be on-premise at a customer site, or centrally-located 

in the cloud in Augmate’s multitenant environment.
• Augmate’s central administrative environment.

Devices and controller nodes hold a store of MATEs, tokens that represent permission to execute a usage function on the platform, in some combination. In 
other words, Augmate will implement a point-based system similar to other point-based pricing models such as credit card and restaurant loyalty programs, 
frequent-flyer miles, and the point-based immigration systems used by Australia and the UK for entry.
 
In our case, points are represented by distributed immutable cryptographic tokens called MATEs which are staged at the locations where they need to be 
evaluated, i.e. at the controller and device nodes. There, smart contracts perform the calculations by which a device is authorized to perform a platform 
function such as installations, upgrades and custom messages to third party devices.
 
It’s critical to note that while the MATEs may be cryptographically immutable, their contractual value may not be – as with any point based program, Augmate 
reserves the right to modify the meaning and value of MATE point accumulations as conditions change with customers of the service. These variations over time 
are transmitted as a business process from the Augmate administrative environment and executed via local parametrized smart contracts.
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Diagram 1 - example using IOTA

This scheme gives Augmate and its IoT device partners 
maximum flexibility as far as permissioning and 
dynamic business arrangements are concerned. 
However, there arises a practical complication in that 
the distributed nature of this environment requires 
a very large number of lightweight messages and 
transfers of value to implement, and the risk is that 
this messaging is intrinsically too costly and unscalable 
to handle the size of a global collection of IoT devices. 
Success depends on a vast number of messages and 
value transfers happening in a scalable and cost-
effective way, just as it would with a micropayment 
service.
 
This problem can be solved using the IOTA Tangle and 
new technologies that prove out. By using their global 
lightweight platforms for cost-free and reliable message 
passing and value transfer, Augmate can
 
• Send messages representing platform function 

instructions
• Instruct controllers and devices about changes to 

local MATE stores
• Transfer value, represented by MATE pools, between 

nodes.
• Inquire about inventory, device state, and local MATE 

accounting
• Transfer transaction logs inward from device to 

controller to administrative environment
• Modify parametrized local smart contracts as 

business arrangements change
• Etc.
 
... in a cost-effective and scalable way that enables the platform to succeed.
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We have implemented a POC (Proof of Concept) into our Management Portal to build the first steps of a full IoT solution.
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This image shows an example of token exchange within an organization’s network.
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Specific implementation notes
 
• Augmate will enumerate device transactions such as installation, upgrade, maintenance, and operational functions (whatever they may be), and create a rate 

sheet for these denominated in MATEs. A simple operation such as a display message may cost a single MATE, while a heavier transaction like a full remote 
software upgrade may cost multiple MATEs.

• Vendors of IoT device software who incorporate the Augmate SDK will inherit this pricing and controlling logic based on token availability in their software. At 
the time device vendors reach agreement with Augmate, a specific rate sheet of cost per transaction type will be agreed, which may be a simple default set 
for common operations. These rates may change over time.

• At the cloud or remote on-premise controlling nodes, smart contracts will evaluate whether a device has a balance of MATEs sufficient to perform an 
operation. Once the operation is performed, a smart contract will debit the device’s available balance.

• Logging of transactions takes place at all locations: device, on-premise node and cloud. For reporting and management purposes there is a need to pass a 
large number of messages containing either commands or log information from these locations to an aggregation point in the cloud. To handle the volume 
and make this messaging frictionless, Augmate will initially implement IOTA’s environment, treating the underlying network of device and management 
locations as an IOTA Tangle, and transporting messages via the IOTA mechanism.

• Dynamically, the Augmate environment will need to transfer value, represented as a count of MATEs, between nodes. As nodes reside on an IOTA Tangle, 
value transfer will take advantage of IOTA’s capabilities as a medium of value transfer.

• In some scenarios in which Augmate is implemented, devices have differing levels of reliability or confidence levels; an operational event should be 
preferentially performed on a reliable or trusted device rather than a less trusted but otherwise similar device. IOTA includes a mechanism for nodes to vote 
on reliability, so this will be used by Augmate when deciding where to execute a function.

Aside from the above technical architecture there is the question of how MATEs are priced. Note: MATEs are not just a token/currency separate from the 
functioning of the environment - they act as permission elements to perform operations on an IoT device.
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Other Alliances
Augmate is aligning with industry leaders for platform integration 
and extension. Per Forrester, 3 IoT software platforms rose to the 
top. We will utilize our 2-way API strategy for plugging into their 
systems and for them to plug into ours.

From Forrester8

IoT Platforms: In our 25-criteria evaluation of IoT software platform 
providers, we identified the 11 most significant ones. Here are the top 
three.

PTC ThingWorx: PTC has invested $1 billion in IoT offerings since its 
acquisition of the ThingWorx platform in 2013. The company’s broad 
protocol support for both short-range and wireless connectivity 
options, strong digital twin functionality, and a multitude of 
prepackaged applications that include asset management, alert 
management, product relationship management, and workflow 
management place PTC in the top tier of vendors for this evaluation. 
They have the strongest AR capabilities in this evaluation, due to its 
acquisition of Vuforia in 2015. 

GE Predix: The vendor offers its Predix platform primarily for 
industrial IoT applications. GE has been using its Predix platform to 
support its own native offerings. Predix enables remote monitoring 
and advanced predictive and edge analytics and features this 
evaluation’s most advanced digital twin capability, which allows 
customers to design and test new capabilities of connected high-
value assets like wind turbines and airplane engines using a high-
fidelity digital model of the asset.

IBM Watson: The Watson IoT Platform can serve a broad range of 
advanced IoT use cases. The tech giant doubled down on IoT in 2015 
with an investment of $3 billion dollars to create a new IoT business 
unit. The new org includes more than 1,000 researchers, developers, 
and designers dedicated specifically to developing the Watson 
IoT Platform. Since then, IBM has added significant capabilities to 
the platform, including augmented reality, cognitive capabilities, 
blockchain, edge analytics, analytics tooling, and natural language 
processing, to name a few.
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Team

Management Team
The Augmate team is led by seasoned executives who have deep expertise in bringing new technologies to market. They also have significant consulting and 
marketing backgrounds and base decisions on real business case opportunities. 

Pete Wassell, CEO
Pete is the visionary behind Augmate, starting the company in 2012 and leading it to become the first and premiere management platform 
for wearable devices. As a former IBM executive, Pete ran multimillion dollar programs and startup projects and knows the importance of 
a scalable environment. He is an active speaker and his recent AWE presentation on the Industry 4.0 and IoT illustrates the interconnected 
necessity of humans and machines. He is an officer of the AREA (Augmented Reality for Enterprise Alliance), runs the Augmented Reality New 
York Meetup (3000 members), and the AR Glasses Group on LinkedIn (7000+ members). https://www.linkedin.com/in/petewassell

Dana Farbo, COO
Dana Farbo has been innovating in digital for over 20 years and is constantly looking at how the interoperability of things can lead to a better 
world. His early work in digital marketing led to breakthroughs in dynamic messaging and advanced personalization. His firm was an early 
mover in augmented reality and mobile location-based-services. As COO, Dana brings the knowledge of a marketer and customer experience 
to the role of operations where he ensures that the human is still an integral part of the system. He has built and sold companies, written a 
best-selling book on online marketing, is an Adjunct Professor at Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City, co-leads the world’s largest 

augmented reality meetup and has spoken at many technology events around the globe. https://www.linkedin.com/in/dfarbo

Bob Visnov, CTO
Bob is Augmate’s senior technology strategist and CTO. His proficiency in business planning and technical and operational services for startups 
and larger organizations helps guide Augmate to smart roadmaps and implementation plans. Bob has deep experience with virtual and cloud 
infrastructures, mobile applications, social network interactivity, large data environments, information security, and operational processes. He 
is the founder of Timegen Consulting which designs, develops and builds scalable Internet businesses, big data analytics and forward-looking 
interactive solutions. Bob has developed a blockchain-based mobile identity solution for organizations in the public sector.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bobvisnov

Eddie Quiroz, CIO
Eddie Quiroz is an Internet serial entrepreneur and digital media evangelist with extensive information technology experience. He has led 
multiple IT projects from start-up to completion, and is well-versed in web-based systems architecture and database design. Eddie has worked 
with leading venture NYC funds and promising start-ups from early stage conceptual ideas into early stage development strategies and 
product marketing campaigns to deliver customer-centric solutions. He is active across the investment community and is an adviser to both 
start-up and emerging companies. He is an active board member of the MIT Enterprise Forum of NYC and holds a masters degree from the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT. https://www.linkedin.com/in/eaquiroz

Thomas Miller, CMO
Thomas is an entrepreneurial creative director and marketing professional with award-winning work on global brands and digital startup 
experience. He speaks the languages spoken by developers, marketers, business strategists and creatives. Thomas builds teams that bridge 
business needs and drive results-driven creative solutions. http://www.linkedin.com/in/thruform
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Engineering Team Leads 
Engineering is currently spread across the U.S and Ukraine. An expansion into Asia is being considered so as to be closer to the growing customer and partner 
base in that region. 

Oleg Rocklin, Head of Engineering and U.S. Lead
Oleg is an expert in machine Learning, AI, predictive analytics, big data, distributed systems, real-time systems, cloud computing, massive 
scalability and blockchain. Oleg leads our team in San Francisco and Kharkiv, Ukraine.

Sergey Galkin, Director of Engineering and Local Ukraine Lead
Sergey leads the local Ukraine team in Kharkiv. He is a master of many programming languages and manages distributed teams, architecture 
implementation and strategic support. 

Dmytro Piriatenets, Device Engineer
Based in Ukraine, Dmytro is a full stack developer and mobile Android programmer. He has a Masters in Computer Science from the National 
University of Kharkiv, Ukraine. Dmytro has deep insights into Java, wearables and blockchain.
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Board of Directors
The Augmate Board of Directors play an active role in advising and guiding the vision. 

Pete Wassell (see above)
Eddie Quiroz (see above)

Stephen Pelletier 
Steve is the Founder and a Director of VIAcode, a leading software development company and provider of manageability solutions for web 
applications with offices in USA, Canada, Russia, and Belarus with 100+ employees and growing. He is also a Member of ARC Angel Fund which 
invests in seed and early-stage companies with high growth potential. We focus primarily on Software, IT, Internet, Tech-Enabled Services, 
Business Services, Digital Media, Mobile, Healthcare IT, among others. https://www.linkedin.com/in/steve-pelletier-027661

William Hickey
Bill is the former CEO and Chairman of Sealed Air and is an active investor in new technology. He graduated with a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Mechanical Engineering from the United States Naval Academy and got his M.B.A. from Harvard Business School in Finance and International 
Business. https://www.linkedin.com/in/william-hickey-aa83a877

Harv Lotko
Harv brings a high performance technology architect perspective with an extensive history of successful delivery of global projects in the 
Securities industry and Fortune 500. https://www.linkedin.com/in/harv-lotko-4010881
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Consultants and Advisors
In addition to being investors, Augmate’s Consultants and Advisors are integral in advancing the vision, mission and company objectives.

Joseph Daniels: Partner, Co-Chair at Venture Capital and Emerging Companies Group at McCarter & English, LLP. 
Regularly advise a broad range of startups, venture-backed companies and VC funds, and have led hundreds of venture and strategic financing 
transactions. Handled over $5 billion of M&A and transactions. https://www.linkedin.com/in/joe-daniels-4511a02/

Cristina Dolan: Founder and CEO, InsureX
Cristina is an MIT Media Lab alumna and Internet pioneer with over two decades of experience building software, content, and Internet based 
businesses. She was a co-founder of OneMain.com, which grew to be the 10th largest ISP after a successful IPO (Acquired by Earthlink). She is a 
member of Forbes Technology Council and is Chair of the MIT Enterprise Forum in New York.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cdolan/

Margaux Avedisian
Also known as the Queen of Bitcoin is a prominent Bitcoin entrepreneur, comedian, and public relations practitioner. She is involved in 
several high-level bitcoin projects and has appeared in documentaries and on numerous panels. Margaux has helped co-found three Bitcoin 
exchanges(MonetaGo, Tradehill, Alphapoint), and has further advised over dozens of other leading Blockchain platforms through her work as 
Vice President at Transform Group, a premiere Blockchain PR and Advisory organization.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/margauxwithanx/
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Conclusion
Augmate is an existing company with a great track record of leading into new technology markets. The IoT opportunities are tremendous but most companies 
are too bureaucratic to implement rapid movement into new areas like the IOTA Tangle system without a progressive partner such as Augmate. By leading into 
the tremendous market opportunities that IoT offers, Augmate can dominate the device management space. 

Disclaimer
Legal Implications of MATE tokens are functional utility tokens within the Augmate Connect Platform. MATE tokens are not securities. MATE tokens are non-
refundable. MATE tokens are not for speculative investment. No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to AUGMATE, 
including no promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that MATES will hold any particular value. MATE tokens are not 
participation in the Company and MATE tokens hold no rights in said company. 

Appendix

Augmate History continued
Traditionally, Augmate has provided enterprises complete control over the management of smart glasses by allowing administrators to operate the devices 
through a Wearable Environment Manager portal. Our infrastructure platform handles device management, user management, security, policies, and over-the-
air application deployments all from the Augmate Platform.
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Augmate Thought Leadership
Augmate was named a Gartner Cool Vendor1 in 2017 for enterprise wearables and immersive technologies. This designation is more than cool in that a study 
done by HfS Research2 found that “Growth and visibility in the market are two areas that substantially benefit from analyst recognition in the form of Cool 
Vendor nominations”.

In addition, Augmate participates in many sponsored events to further the industry and advance customer and ecosystem capabilities. Cisco sponsored 
Augmate at the massive Vivatech 20173 conference in Paris where companies were asked to prototype future use cases of interconnectivity between Cisco 
systems and devices. In addition Augmate was invited to be showcased in the McKinsey & Company Digital Manufacturing Lab in Chicago, IL.

Our management leads the largest Augmented Reality meetup in the world and holds monthly meetups in New York City where global AR and VR leaders 
share the latest in the visual world. This connection to the immersive visual layer of IoT is critical for a “Human-Centered” ecosystem. Though the facilitation of 
machine-to-machine frictionless interaction will drive tremendous value in industries and for consumers, the most significant contributions will happen by full 
integration with humans doing visual monitoring and management.

The industries that are positively impacted with wearables are: aerospace, automotive, manufacturing, warehouse, distribution, logistics, retail, medical, energy 
and utilities. There are clear examples and studies being published that demonstrate significant accuracy and efficiency gains for this technology that will be 
used in the next industrial revolution. 

The best application use-cases are remote maintenance, instructional work-flow, checklists, inspection, and supply chain management (quantity tracking and 
logistics). The main value proposition of wearable technology is centered on efficiency and accuracy of operations. Digital information is not where it is needed 
nor expected, smart glasses solve this issue. We have also found that smartphone mobile applications do not perform as well as wearable solutions since 
workers generally need their hands (or wear gloves) to do their job and smart glasses keep workers in a state of flow / on task. 
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Augmate’s Wearable Architecture
Augmate is the leading device management solution for wearable technology. Wearables in the workplace are tools issued specifically for use in industrial 
settings. With Augmate, IT teams breathe easier knowing devices conform to internal security policies and protect corporate information while providing a 
seamless user experience for employees.

Augmate’s Wearable Environment Management Platform enables enterprise IT administrators, application developers, and system integrators to efficiently 
manage fleets of wearable environments. Our platform enhances device security, while providing policy management tools that enable application and 
connectivity management, sensor data collection and beacon management, securely and remotely from a single administrator portal. Our solution is available 
both in the cloud and on-prem.
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Some platform highlights    
• Automate device policies that control application, connectivity, and security management remotely
• Remotely locking of devices
• We prevent unintended usage of wearable by completely locking down device accessory usage
• Whitelist applications (pre-approve software by management & IT admin)
• Normalize and unify end user experience between different smartglass devices
• Monitor device inventory, including battery status and end user login history
• Configure multiple wifi networks to allow devices to move without losing connectivity across various wifi access points.
• Organize and isolate data by region or use cases through a parent/child hierarchy
• Create security perimeters to control application usage via beacons 
 
The Augmate Platform consists of two components: the administrator portal, and the AugmateWear device software. Our administrator portal is the command 
and control center of a wearable environment, giving IT administrators complete transparency and control over a global fleet of wearables. The administrator 
portal is securely hosted in the cloud at AWS, and is available on-prem as well. Our Augmate Wear device software can be pre-configured and shipped onto 
wearables devices, or provisioned onto a device using Augmate’s provisioning software. Our device software has privileged, system level access to a wearable 
device, giving Augmate the ability to run devices in a completely enterprise, locked down security mode.

Encryption
All API traffic between Augmate’s cloud services and wearable devices is transferred over 
TLS 1.2, using a minimum of 128-bit AES in AEAD cipher modes. WiFi credentials and other 
Augmate policy data are encrypted at rest on devices, using symmetric encryption. On-
device data is secured using 256-bit-AES, with keys generated on-device from a secure 
random salt and device-specific secret using PBKDF2 With HMAC-SHA1 hashing (with 
1024 hardening rounds). Augmate policy data includes download URLs for customer APKs 
and auxiliary files, WiFi configuration information, and various Augmate-specific internal 
configuration parameters.

Authentication, Authorization, and Access Control
User authentication on devices is handled by a four digit PIN, with PIN reset available 
through email, either initiated by an administrator on our web portal, or on the device. In 
addition, users are locked out and must reset their PIN if they fail to enter the correct PIN 
three successive times.

Authentication is handled through LDAP providing Authentication and Authorization to 
enterprise clients. Access to Augmate’s API is secured by an Augmate-provided provisioning 
token and LDAP provided tokens for user login. Augmate user accounts are managed 
through the Augmate Management Portal.

SQL-level multi tenancy cleanly separates customer data on our backend database. 
Transferring ownership of a device from one organization to another involves a re-
provisioning process, which first uninstalls all Augmate applications, customer applications, 
and clears their associated user and policy data.
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Software Development and Maintenance
Augmate employs a structured development and deployment cycle, involving determination of feature requirements, development of said features, extensive 
code review among the engineering team, automated unit and integration testing, followed by end-to-end QA, before finally deploying new software. Logs and 
analytics identify potential issues, which can be hotfixed by Augmate in rapid fashion. Because of our ability to install applications on wearable devices with no 
user intervention, we can silently update and hotfix our software components on end-user devices.

Augmate Technical Security Layer
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Remote Device Management / Control Devices from Web Application
• Remotely logoff a user from device
• Prevent theft by remotely locking
• Locate lost devices by viewing location history
• Restrict device usage to Wi-fi/BT based geofences
• Audit packages installed on device (detect modifications)
• Ensure latest software is delivered to device (respond quickly to security vulnerabilities)
• Per-organization isolation of all data

Infrastructure / Protecting Transferring Data
• Immutable infrastructure for our Web, API, and Data Ingest
• Managed DB with periodic backups
• Multi-factor authentication to access Augmate Infrastructure
• Segmented access keys to limit access between cloud resources
• HTTPS encryption everywhere, using only strong protocols (TLS)

Database Level / Guarding Your Most Valuable Asset
• SQL injection prevention
• SQL level multi-tenancy
• Periodic backups and point-in-time recovery

Code Level
• Automated unit and integration testing
• Code reviews

Android Device Level
• Custom ROM to harden security and privacy
• Privileged shim that only communicates with our OTA updater
• Devices are provisioned using organization-specific keys

Servers Security Summary
• We use strict firewall rules to limit access to only essential ports on our servers.
• Our AWS cloud access is secured behind strict IAM policies and two-factor authentication on admin accounts.
• All servers use large asymmetrical-cryptography keys instead of regular human password, removing user-error and guaranteeing that only authenticated 

users can connect to our servers.
• Our platform is split into multiple environments each with its unique set of authentication tokens, where someone who has access to one environment 

cannot touch another environment.
• We use best practices recommended by AWS for HTTPS encryption to avoid man-in-the-middle attacks on our APIs.
• Our databases have row-level security to separate data between organizations.
• All user access is audited and monitored through an analytics tool.
• All servers have monitoring tools running that audit active processes and errors, so if a server begins to misbehave email alerts are generated and auditing 

tools are in place.
• Our servers follow a containerized immutable infrastructure that prevents hackers from compromising the state of our servers.
• Our servers are virtualized and deployment is automated through devops, making it easy to act on a possible security incident quickly by taking down a 

compromised server and spinning up a replacement.
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Device Security
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Device Security Example: Geofence
(invoked when devices go outside wifi zone)

Device Security Example: Kiosk Mode
(applications pre-approved by management and IT admin)

Opening Augmate Text API for Machine to Person Communication
(started with P2P text functionality that is evolving to M2P text functionality)
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Augmate IoT Starter Kit

We deploy a gateways (wireless access points) powered by the Augmate Platform along with AR/VR Smart Glasses devices and initial applications (all in a Pelican 
Case) for $20k. The devices can remotely updated (software / content) via the wifi gateway. We include the first year of support in the price of the kit. 

This offering turns our cloud platform into an on-premise solution for companies who require this type of architecture managing devices on the edge of IoT. Our 
gateway strategy provides the customer in-roads for extended IoT device management.
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution
 Source: Aberdeen Group 

First Revolution: production mechanization using water and steam power
• Flow of Water & Steam
• Making of One Product at a Time

Second Revolution: mass production (Henry Ford often cited as the innovator)
• Flow of Electrons
• Flow of Products (Assembly Line)
• Making of Many Products at a Time

Third Revolution: digital revolution  
(e.g., machine tool numerical control,  
programmable logic controllers, 
direct digital control, and enterprise 
resource planning)
• Flow of Products through 

Automation
• Making of Many Products at a Time 

Autonomously

Fourth Revolution: Industry 4.0 
leveraging cyber-physical systems, 
embedded computing, Internet of 
Things technologies
• Flow of Data and Interconnectivity
• Making of Many Products
• Efficiently Produced Products
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